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Abstract
This paper examines racial discrimination and algorithmic bias in predictive policing
algorithms (PPAs), an emerging technology designed to predict threats and suggest
solutions in law enforcement. We first describe what discrimination is in a case study
of Chicago’s PPA. We then explain their causes with Broadbent’s contrastive model
of causation and causal diagrams. Based on the cognitive science literature, we also
explain why fairness is not an objective truth discoverable in laboratories but has
context-sensitive social meanings that need to be negotiated through democratic pro-
cesses. With the above analysis, we next predict why some recommendations given
in the bias reduction literature are not as effective as expected. Unlike the cliché
highlighting equal participation for all stakeholders in predictive policing, we empha-
size power structures to avoid hermeneutical lacunae. Finally, we aim to control PPA
discrimination by proposing a governance solution—a framework of a social safety
net.
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1 Introduction

Predictive policing algorithms (PPAs) refer to the use of technologies in data science
and artificial intelligence (AI) to predict threats and suggest solutions in law enforce-
ment. Modern-day police are increasingly turning to big data tools to forecast where
and when crimes will occur and who might be involved. Although prediction has
always been an important part of policing (Berk, 2008), predictive algorithms are con-
sidered particularly innovative because they apply AI to datasets previously thought
to be too large to analyze (Perry et al., 2013). PPA proponents claim that such initia-
tives reduce crime, revolutionize public safety, and help underresourced departments
better allocate resources; however, critics maintain that they produce self-perpetuating
feedback loops of crime prediction, placing historically overpoliced individuals and
communities at even greater risk of harm. The main argument is that PPA reproduces
the data it is given to learn. When the data that police provide already contain contex-
tual priorities, filtering, and decisions, the results will also reflect these assumptions.
Moreover, as police deploy resources based on these predictive results, they produce
even more data that confirmwhat the algorithm has predicted (Richardson et al., 2019;
Selbst, 2018).1

The literature on the responses to such concerns about algorithmic bias largely uses
a technical approach; namely, these concerns are primarily described as an engineering
challenge to ensure the output of an algorithm will approximate outcomes required
by specific fairness criteria (Dolata et al., 2022; Selbst et al., 2019; Wong, 2020;
Žliobaitė, 2017). Various studies have suggested reweighing or filtering and balancing
datasets, aswell as adapting algorithms, including pre- and post-processing steps (Berk
et al., 2021; Kamiran et al., 2013). However, other studies insist that what fairness
should mean is unlikely to be answered by a “better” or “fairer” algorithm because
the very concept is the criteria for assessing what counts as a better technological
solution. Otherwise, circularity occurs. Thus, it is argued that algorithmic fairness is
far beyond a technical challenge (Birhane et al., 2022; Dolata et al., 2022; Green,
2022; Huang et al., 2022; Mitchell et al., 2021). Critics of the technical approach
hold that definitions of fairness are contestable in many ways, posing an immediate
problem to the realization of fairness (Berk et al., 2021; Chouldechova, 2017; Corbett-
Davies et al., 2017; Kleinberg et al., 2017). AsWong (2020, p. 231, emphasis original)
remarks, it is “not only about designing and implementing algorithms that satisfy some
fairnessmeasures but also aboutwhich ideas of ‘fairness’ andwhat other values should
be considered and accommodated in an algorithm.”

Nonetheless, algorithmic fairness is more complicated than a simplified dichotomy
of pro- and anti-technical approaches, especially when the controversial PPAs are
involved (such that one can agree with an analysis based on one technical approach
but disagree with certain others). Recently, Sunstein (2022) argued that human cogni-
tion has bias and noise (i.e., our judgment shows unwanted variability); both can lead
to errors. Conversely, while algorithms may inherit human bias, they are noise-free

1 The European Commission presented the draft of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Act to the European
Parliament on April 21, 2022. The draft includes a ban on using individual risk assessment for predic-
tive policing. Once adopted, the AI act will be immediately applicable in all EU Member States, and its
requirements are expected to take effect three years after its implementation.
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and thus can help reduce discrimination caused by noise. Thus, “if the goal is to elim-
inate discrimination, properly constructed algorithms nonetheless have a great deal of
promise for administrative agencies” (Sunstein, 2022, p. 1175).While Sunstein (2022)
focuses not on PPA but on general AI, his diagnosis of discrimination is consistent
with the affirmative view of carefully employed PPA that we have argued elsewhere
(Hung & Yen, 2021; Yen & Hung, 2021). However, his prescription of properly con-
structed algorithms, albeit necessary, is insufficient. For example, except for highly
constrained cases, there are trade-offs among different types of fairness.2 The decision
regarding whether a measure of fairness will be acceptable depends on factors beyond
the formalized definition of fairness, and it will require balancing fairness with the
interests of stakeholders (Huang et al., 2022; Hung & Yen, 2021; Narayanan, 2018).
Hence, what matters is not just what fairness is but also how to reach an agreement
about it. In this sense, algorithmic fairness is more akin to a political matter than
merely an engineering or conceptual solution. Thus, if banning PPAs (as argued by
Heaven, 2020) is less realistic, it seems that a better governance framework would be
desirable.

In this paper, we investigate algorithmic fairness in predictive policing. We first
describe racial discrimination reported in Chicago’s use of PPAs between 2012 and
2019 (Sect. 2). Based on Broadbent’s contrastive model of causation and causal dia-
grams,we then explain the relationship between the discriminations and factors derived
from common criticisms of PPAs (Sect. 3), as well as why fairness is context-sensitive
and requires negotiation (Sect. 4).With this analysis, we evaluate several recommenda-
tions for bias reduction and predict why some of themmay not work (Sect. 5). Finally,
we present a governance framework to control the harm of discrimination (Sect. 6).
The central proposal of this paper is fourfold: (i) Algorithm revision only has a limited
casual role in reducing discrimination in PPAs. (ii) Fairness is not an objective truth
to be discovered in a laboratory but has context-sensitive social meanings that need
to be negotiated through democratic processes. (iii) Recommendations highlighting
“equal participation of all stakeholders” in the PPAs may not work because they fail
to notice biased power structures, repeating the same mistake as that of the “All Lives
Matter” proponents. (iv) We offer a governance solution based in the social safety net,
which can effectively reduce discrimination in PPAs.

2 As an example, we consider the now paradigmatic COMPAS recidivism algorithm. ProPublica and
Northpointe (now Equivant) disagreed over whether the COMPAS recidivism algorithm violated fairness
and thus exhibited racial bias based on different understandings of fairness. ProPublica contested that the
COMPAS recidivism algorithm was biased, since, for those who did not reoffend, Black defendants were
more likely to be incorrectly classified as a higher risk for repeat offence than they actually were, while
White defendants were more likely to be incorrectly classified as a lower risk of reoffence than they actually
were (Angwin et al., 2016). In response, Northpointe (now Equivant) countered that the algorithm was not
biased because the reoffending rate is roughly the same at each COMPAS scale regardless of a defendant’s
race (Dieterich et al., 2016). Given the different base rates of recidivism for Black and White defendants, it
is impossible to satisfy both definitions of fairness simultaneously (Chouldechova, 2017; Kleinberg et al.,
2017). There is no “right” definition of fairness. Trying to be fair in one way necessarily means being unfair
in another way.
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2 Case study: Chicago’s PPA

How does a predictive policing algorithm function? What is its controversy? The case
of the Chicago Police Department offers a detailed example here.

Chicago was one of the first cities to experiment with a person-based predictive
policing strategy in the United States. With funding from the National Institute of Jus-
tice, the Chicago Police Department (CPD) developed a PPA in collaboration with the
Illinois Institute of Technology’s Strategic Subjects List (SSL) in 2012. The SSL used
arrest data and crime incident records within the CPD’s record management systems
to estimate an individual’s risk of becoming a victim of such violence over the next
eighteen months (Ferguson, 2021). Later, the SSL became the crime and victimiza-
tion risk model (CVRM). The inputs of the CVRM algorithm include numbers of past
shooting victimizations, age at latest arrest, aggravated burglary and assault victim-
izations, the linear trend of arrests, unauthorized use of weapon arrests, and arrests for
violent offenses. The resultant list of subjects and their risk scores were reviewed and
then deferred to different police districts to conduct relevant policing interventions,
including home visits by police with custom notification letters detailing why these
individuals were at risk.3

On the one hand, this technology seems promising. It was reported that “among the
individuals with the highest CVRM risk scores, approximately 1 in 3 will be involved
in a shooting or homicide in the next 18 months” (Illinois Institute of Technology,
2019, p. 3). According to the department’s “Violence Reduction Strategy” webpage,
the information was reasonably effective in helping prioritize the custom notifications
process because “a Chicago resident with no arrests in the past four years has about a
1 in 2300 chance of being a shooting victim [in the next 18 months]” (Chicago Police
Department, n.d.b). In a 2019 review (Hollywood et al., 2019, p. 36), the RAND Cor-
poration also concluded that “the CVRM was reasonably effective at identifying a
subset of those at a highly elevated risk for being a [party to violence]” and “interven-
tions with the roughly 10,000 people in the highest risk categories could potentially
preempt about one-quarter of Chicago’s shootings.”

On the other hand, this technology seems to be controversial. While the algorithm’s
inputs do not include variables such as race and gender, SSL andCVRMwere criticized
as racially biased (Ferguson, 2021). For example, Chicago Magazine (Kunichoff &
Sier, 2017) profiled the following findings.

1. Fifty-six percent of Black men in the city ages 20 to 29 had a listed score.
2. The data suggested that more people on the list

were being arrested than approached for social
Par88services.

3. Police say they are not using the list to question or arrest people, but official
documents show otherwise.

4. The list was based on arrests rather than convictions.
5. Arrests were concentrated in already heavily policed areas.

Moreover, it was reported that the vast majority of people with the highest score—85
percent—were Black males (Dumke & Main, 2017).

3 The program was officially discontinued on November 1, 2019.
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Why are these findings bringing about racial discrimination concerns?4 Let us
examine these findings in turn. To access Finding 1, we need first to understand what
it means for an individual to receive a risk score here. In accordance with the review
submitted by the City of Chicago Office of Inspector General (2020), all individuals
arrested at least once during the four-year period prior to the start of the Illinois Institute
of Technology’s calculations in 2012 were assigned a score. Consequently, a person
arrested for a nonviolent misdemeanor (such as driving over the speed limit) might
have received a risk score, while a victim of a gunshot wound (who was not arrested)
would not have been included in the model (The City of Chicago Office of Inspector
General, 2020). There are almost 400,000 people in the publicly available SSL dataset;
the vast majority have low-risk scores. The fact that a specific group of people had a
listed score is not particularly useful in predicting the likelihood of that group being
involved in violence. Thus, the list is problematic, and the CPD should make this clear
in their public statements when introducing SSL (Hollywood et al., 2019).

Moreover, people’s concerns regarding Finding 1 may rest on the fact that the
CPD’s predictive models generated scores for all individuals arrested, including those
ultimately not convicted. Similarly, Finding 4 is problematic because, given that mem-
bers of groups subject to overpolicing are more likely to be arrested (O’Neil, 2016),
failing to consider whether one was actually convicted unavoidably yields inaccurate
predictions.5 In fact, Fogliato et al.’s (2021) survey reveals existing racial bias in arrest
data. Therefore, it is helpful to distinguish arrests from convictions whenever possible
to adequately protect the rights of individuals who are assessed. The City of Chicago
Office of Inspector General (2020) also recommended at least distinguishing an arrest
with a conviction from an arrest without a conviction and notingwhether the individual
who was arrested was ever charged in the first place.

Findings 2, 3, and 5 are related to the operational problems noted in each of the
reviews of the CPD’s predictive models by RAND (Hollywood et al., 2019) and by
The City of Chicago Office of Inspector General (2020). The CPD not only permitted
all sworn personnel to access risk scores via its internal dashboards but also failed to
provide them with proper training on how to use these risk scores (Hollywood et al.,
2019; The City of Chicago Office of Inspector General, 2020). Indeed, there was no
supervisor protocol to support compliance with the intended purpose and permissible
uses of the predictive models, thereby making misapplication of this information
more likely. Accordingly, the CPD is advised to develop protocols guiding the use of
information generated by the predictive models, grant access to this information on
an as-needed basis, and monitor use. A supervisor protocol supporting compliance
will also help the department make timely responses to public concerns, such as the
one raised in Finding 3. The silence from the CPD and mayor, however, reinforces
people’s distrust of the SSL.

Notably, Finding 2 requires more careful reading. Kunichoff and Sire (2017)
reported that, in 2016, 1024 custom notifications were attempted by the police; among

4 To a first approximation, it may be partly because that race is usually conceived as a visible identity
attribute of an individual and, as we will elaborate in Sect. 4, is a product of multiple axes of a society’s
existing systems of power.
5 Nonetheless, the problematic prediction resulting from biased training samples is not indicative of a
problem with the algorithm so much as it is indicative of the skewed sample itself.
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them, 558 were completed, and only 26 people attended a call-in meeting. However,
the CPD stated that 280 individuals with SSL scores were arrested in four gang raids
over six months in the same year. Thus, while Kunichoff and Sire (2017) seem to
imply that many people on the list were arrested, it should be clarified that they were
not arrested simply for being on the list but for other reasons (e.g., gang involvement).
Additionally, regarding Finding 5, Kunichoff and Sire (2017) worried about what
they called “a troubling cycle”; police use SSL scores to determine where officers
are assigned, which leads to more arrests and higher SSL scores in an already highly
monitored area. However, if this cycle is troubling, it seems to be a problem of police
actions rather than algorithms (see Sect. 3 for details).

Now we consider that 85 percent of people with the highest score were Black
men. Can the CPD’s predictive models explain this demographic disparity?6 To what
extent is this demographic disparity discriminatory?To say it is racially discriminatory,
for example, is to say that race plays a causal role in determining risk scores. One
prominent way a race could play such a role is for it to be an input of the algorithm.
Even if race is not included explicitly as such, as in our Chicago case, it could still
indirectly determine one’s risk score in terms of its proxies, such asZIP code and family
structure (Berk et al., 2021; Calders & Žliobaitė, 2013; Selbst, 2018). Furthermore,
Black people and Black men composed 30 and 15 percent of Chicago’s population
in 2017, respectively, but Black men were victims of approximately 72 percent of
homicides in the same year (Chicago Police Department, n.d.a, p. 70). While the
demographic disparity of the CPD’s predictive list (85 percent of high risk individuals
are Black males) does not match the racial composition of the city’s population, it
should be noted that “shooting victims” also represents one of the attributes used by
the CPD’s models to generate risk assessment.

We also need to carefully read the racial indicators of the targeted group gener-
ated by the predictive models. In a recent analysis of murder trends in Chicago from
1965 to 2020, Sharkey and Marsteller (2022) found that racial and economic segre-
gation has been closely linked to violence over the last five decades in the city. They
also found that among Black residents living in majority-Black neighborhoods in
Chicago, murder rates are remarkably similar to those for all Black residents, whereas
among Black residents living outside majority-Black neighborhoods, murder rates are
entirely different.7 This means that the distribution of violence is not equally dis-
tributed across the Black population in Chicago. There is a difference in whether they
live in majority-Black neighborhoods, which, due to the set of social, economic, and
political forces influencing Chicago over the past five decades, are also the concen-
trated and persistently disadvantaged neighborhoods in the city. Wemust take this fact
into consideration when analyzing the risk assessment from the predictive models. In
the following two sections, we further elaborate on these issues (Sect. 3 for causal
analysis and Sect. 4 for structural discrimination).

6 We use the term “disparity” to refer to the observable difference in outcomes between different groups.
The presence of disparity alone does not necessity mean there has been discrimination.
7 Majority-Black neighborhoods are neighborhoods where at least 50 percent of residents are Black
(Sharkey & Marsteller, 2022, p. 360).
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3 Where does discrimination come from?

The controversy in the Chicago case lies in its algorithmic output (e.g., 85 percent of
people with the highest score were Blackmales) and crime rate reports (e.g., Chicago’s
district with the highest crime rate is also a Black community; see below). However,
how does the controversy occur?

According to Kleinberg et al. (2018), bias can be decomposed into algorithmic
bias and structural bias. The former fully refers to bias in selecting input variables,
selecting output measures, and the training procedure. The latter refers to disparity
among social groups that remains after accounting for the three types of algorithmic
bias. Based on their distinction, we have four possible sources of bias in the context
of the PPAs:

(i) Input: police data that are selectively fed to the PPA
(ii) Output: measures that are used to generate predictions
(iii) Training: police data that are selectively used for machine learning
(iv) Structure: police action (e.g., deployment and decision-making) that systemati-

cally reflects social meanings and practices.

However, structural bias may often affect algorithmic bias because construction of
the training data and data selection involve specific goals to be achieved. Such goals
are value laden (Huang et al., 2022) and often defined by social meanings and prac-
tices embedded in power structures that frequently cause discrimination (Haslanger,
2019; Soon, 2020). Moreover, while algorithmic bias is likely to be handled by tech-
nology updates, structural bias is not; what matters is existing systematic injustice
in society (Haslanger, 2012). Thus, to examine discrimination in the Chicago case,
we particularly focus on algorithmic and structural factors that could possibly lead to
disproportional distribution results.

We offer a causal explanation of this disparity in the Chicago case (Sect. 3) and
explainwhy fairness is context-sensitive from a cognitive science perspective (Sect. 4).
We elaborate on them in turn.

3.1 Causal analysis

We employ Broadbent’s (2013, p. 52) contrastivemodel of causation, which postulates
that the right kind of differencemaking for causation “is a difference between the effect
being as it is and the effect being different or absent.” Such effect-led difference making
differs from cause-led difference making invoked by the counterfactual approach of
causation. Broadbent argues that we often ask ‘Why P rather than Q?’ rather than
simply ‘Why P?’ because making a difference in the cause-led sense is not sufficient
to provide a good causal explanation. Instead, we must mention a causal difference
between fact A and foil B. For example, if you ask why a logician arrived late to a
lecture rather than on time, it is pointless to mention the presence of oxygen even
though it makes a difference to her late arrival in the cause-led sense (e.g., without the
presence of oxygen, she would not have arrived at all). Conversely, the fact that her
flight was late can explain her late arrival because in the case where she did not arrive
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late, the flight arrived on time. This represents a difference from the actual case, while
the presence of oxygen does not.8

Now, we examine PPA predictions and crime rate reports. First, according to police
records, the most arrested suspects are of a relatively young age and are male (Chicago
Police Department, n.d.a, p. 82, 84). While it is interesting that the majority are youth,
our focus here is onwhyBlack individuals have been targeted.9 Second, PPAprediction
is not based on data on criminal convictions but on arrest records. Therefore, arrest
records determine PPA output. In addition, heavily policed areas (i.e., those that have
the most police service events) in Chicago also have higher arrest rates. They are
not just positively related; police actions such as patrol allocation and deployment
affect the number and type of arrests. For instance, O’Neil (2016) indicates that if the
police were focused on Part 1 crimes (e.g., homicide and arson), many Part 2 crimes
(e.g., drug dealing and aggressive panhandling) would go unrecorded if police were
not present to see them. Then, which districts have the most police service and why?
According to CPD’s 2017 Annual Report (Chicago Police Department, n.d.a), among
25 police districts, the 11th District staff responded to the most call events (p. 18),
including citizen calls for police services, crime responses, and public service activity
that police generate while on duty. This is because the 11th District had the most
shooting incidents reported and themost homicides in 2017.Additionally, according to
the Chicago Department of Public Health (Ann&Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital
of Chicago, 2019), this district’s inhabitants have less advantaged socioeconomic and
health conditions, such as shorter life expectancy and more opioid-related overdose
deaths. It is also reported that its residents are mainly non-Hispanic Black.10

Based on these governmental reports, we can derive variables A (arrest records), O
(PPA output), I (PPA input and training), D (police actions), C (reported crime rate),
and their relations A → I, I → O, D → A, and C → D. We also know that if an area
is predicted by the PPA to be a high-crime area, the police force will also increase, so
O → D. In addition, as mentioned, structural bias (embedded in police actions) could
affect algorithmic bias (e.g., tainted data for input and training). Hence, D → I and

8 Broadbent’s model offers a better explanation than traditional models. Comparably, a traditional mono-
causal model may be both too strict and too permissive. It is too strict because some events do not fit it. It
is too permissive because the model does not exclude events common to the causal history of many events,
such that the Big Bang, using Broadbent’s (2013) own example, satisfied as the cause of all events. Since
everything is multifactorial in the sense that it takes the operation of multiple causal factors to give rise to it
(Broadbent 2012, 2014), a nontrivial causal model cannot simply permit the cataloging of multiple causal
factors without discriminating among the causes. Conversely, to preserve the idea that effects resulted from
causes in a certain way, Broadbent’s model highlights explanatory reasons present in cases of impact but
absent in others. In this paper, we choose Broadbent’s model to analyze PPA discrimination because it does
not appeal to a complete theory of the nature of causation, and we need not give an account of how we
can use measures of association to say something about causal facts. Additionally, Broadbent’s model is
multifactorial, offering a general explanation for the difference between cases with and without the effect
resulting from the causes.
9 Only 29.7 percent of the city’s population was Black in 2016. See the United States Census Bureau https://
data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=Chicago%20blacj%20population&g=9700000US3408220&y=2016.
10 This phenomena are not exclusive to Chicago. For example, Gase et al. (2016, p. 308) examined national
data and found that “neighborhood composition (the percent of White residents in the neighborhood)” was
the primary driver of racial/ethnic differences in average arrest rates. In addition, racial categories such as
“Black” and “non-Hispanic Black” are used in different governmental reports. While acknowledging their
distinction, in this paper we use the term “Black” to refer to both for simplicity.
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D → O hold. However, we are not sure whether heavy police force deployment leads
to a high crime rate (D → C). We are also not sure whether the PPA’s prediction of a
high-risk area leads to a high reported crime rate in that area (O → C). Thus, further
analysis is needed.

It is known that police deployment affects arrest records (D → A). We also know
that police action (D) positively correlates with the reported crime rate (C). However,
does D cause C? There could be two possible scenarios here. First, let us consider
the actual crime rate rather than the reported crime rate. We know that socioeconomic
disadvantage is associated with clear increases in rates of self-reported and officially
recorded crimes (Fergusson et al., 2004). This association is mediated by the adverse
effects of prolonged economic and related pressures on family functioning (Rutter
et al., 1998), such as poor childrearing (Brody et al., 1994), parental depression (Conger
et al., 1992), and parental behavior (Bolger et al., 1995).11 Moreover, the poverty rate in
theUSA is twice as high forBlacks as forWhites (PewResearchCenter, 2016).Among
the poor, Blacks are twice as likely as Whites to live in high-poverty (> 40 percent)
neighborhoods (Kneebone & Holmes, 2016), and the average net worth of Black
households is only approximately one-seventh that of Whites (Wolff, 2018). We thus
suspect that the higher the arrest rate in a Black community is, the lower the alternative
chance of not being arrested is (e.g., obtaining good jobs or education). In this sense,
arrest records may affect the crime rate (A → C). Now, based on Broadbent’s (2013)
“effect-led difference making,” we suppose that if the crime rate in heavily policed
areaswere low, the police forcewould decrease. In such cases, police force deployment
may affect the crime rate. For this hypothetical scenario, we can consider two facts:
(i) studies show that social resources12 help reduce crime in disadvantaged areas (e.g.,
replacing the police force with education, social welfare, and church support) and
(ii) Chicago districts with low crime rates have less police deployment. Therefore,
if Chicago has limits on its budget, then the areas where heavy police services have
already deployedmay have fewer resources to intervenewithmediators between crime
and socioeconomic disadvantage. Disadvantaged Black youth in these areas may have
fewer choices than theirwealthy counterparts other than crime activities, causing crime
incidents to increase. Thus, in this sense, police action can change the crime rate in
these areas, where the contingent majority is Black.

Second, however, there is another possible scenario. Suppose that the actual crime
rates in heavily policed areas and other areas show no significant differences. However,
due to a lack of police forces in other areas, sufficient arrest data cannot be collected.
Thus, the crime rate reported in heavily policed areas will be high and that reported
in other areas will be low simply because it is easier to detect suspects with more
police forces. In this case, police deployment determines crime rate reports as well.
Therefore, in either scenario, D → C holds. Additionally, we know that O → D.
Through mediator D, O indirectly affects C. Therefore, police action (e.g., decisions
for heavy force deployment) is crucial.

11 For simplicity, we only discuss this association and do not go into detail on these mediators.
12 These resources include church (Johnson et al., 2000), family (Fergusson et al., 2004; Sampson & Laub,
1993), peer and neighborhood (Case & Katz, 1991), and education and health resources (Morrisroe, 2014;
Rosenfield et al., 2006).
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3.2 Causal diagram

The causal diagram can be illustrated as follows. Here, in Fig. 1 (left), we can identify
a vicious cycle between D, A, and C when the PPA is not considered (e.g., Chicago
before employing PPAs). The higher the deployment of heavy police forces is, the
higher the arrest rate in these areas becomes (D → A). The higher arrest rate leads to
increased reports of crime (A → C), which in turn makes it necessary for Chicago to
deploy more police forces into these areas (C→D). Therefore, if bias in C is what we
want to reduce, then D is key. Moreover, when the PPA is introduced (Fig. 1 right),
there are intense interactions between multiple factors such that A → I, D → O, D →
I, I → O, and O → D. If bias in O must be reduced, D is still crucial because D can
affect O both directly and indirectly (through I or A and I). Even if we were to ban the
PPA (i.e., remove I and O) as recommended by some critics (Heaven, 2020), bias in
D would remain. Therefore, D is at the core of discrimination in predictive policing.
Our analysis conforms Ferguson’s (2021, p. 244) finding that the racial disparity in
the PPA in Los Angeles “lies in policing, not the algorithm.”

Moreover, asmentioned, PPA prediction is determined by arrest records. Therefore,
if the PPA’s output is discriminatory, this should be caused by biased records used in
training or as input variables. These records could be produced by police actions such
as disproportional police deployment and probable abuse of power. In fact, police
brutality incidents and racially motivated violence against Black people are not rare
in American history. Innocent individuals are sometimes arrested, and people do not
trust the police due to racial bias data, police scandals, or power misuse (Morley
et al., 2019; Sheehey, 2019; Susser, 2021). According to Broadbent’s model, this
race-related abuse in police causally explains the PPA’s discriminatory list because
in the case where race-related abuse is absent, racial discrimination was not reported
(e.g., Japan’s Kanagawa Prefectural Police also employed a PPA system, but racial
discrimination was not reported). Conversely, racial discrimination remains even after
Chicago’s SSLwas updated with the CVRM. Thus, police action (D) is the main cause
of discrimination when employing the PPA. This result also conforms to Brantingham

Fig. 1 Causal relationships between A (arrest records), I (PPA’s input and training), O (PPA’s output), D
(police action), and C (reported crime rate). Left: causal relationship before the PPA is introduced. Right:
causal relationship after the PPA (i.e., I and O) is introduced
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et al.’s (2018) survey of the LAPD showing that employing the PPA does not lead to
more biased arrests in any significant sense than not using it. Bias already exists.

3.3 Expanding the analysis to other PPA cases

The above causal analysis applies to other cases in theUS. For example, the LAPDuses
person-based predictive policing called the Chronic Offender Program (2011–2019),
part of Operation LASER (the Los Angeles Strategic Extraction and Restoration Pro-
gram). It identified “probable offenders” based on a point systembuilt on prior criminal
histories, such as arrest records, gang affiliation, probation and parole status, and recent
police contacts. If one got stopped by the police or had them knock on the door, for
example, it could lead to more points. Police bulletins featured the worst “probable
offenders”—those with the most points—with photos and physical descriptions and
were posted in the roll call room, distributed to officers during roll call, and uploaded
to patrol officers’ in-car laptops. While officers cannot detain a person based solely
on this information, they are instead instructed to gather intelligence on these chronic
offenders during routine patrols (Brayne, 2017).

A recent audit by the LAPDOffice of the Inspector General found that the program
hadbeenfilledwith inconsistencies: 44percent of thosewith detailedpoint calculations
were listed as having either zero or one arrest for violent crimes; approximately half
had no arrest for gun-related crimes, and others were in custody or had been arrested
for only nonviolent crimes (Smith, 2019, p. 16). It also noted that the racial/ethnic
makeup of chronic offenders on the LAPD’s high-point lists in August 2018 roughly
approximated the makeup of those arrested for Part I violent crimes from 2012 to 2018
(Smith, 2019, p. 15).13 Critics have lambasted the program for generating a feedback
loop: An individual with a high point value is more likely to be under heightened
surveillance and therefore is subject to increased risk of future police contact, which
may lead to arrests, as well as further increase the individual’s point value (Brayne,
2017; The Stop LAPD Spying Coalition, 2021). In addition, concerns about how
suspects were racially identified were raised in the audit (Smith, 2019, p. 15).

In the LAPD case, we again find that police action (D) is the main cause, as it
can affect algorithmic prediction (O) through the PPA’s input and training data (I)
or biased arrest records (A). Likewise, based on Broadbent’s model, the LAPD’s
history of race-related abuse causally explains the PPA’s discriminatory tendencies
because in the case where there was no race-related abuse, racial discrimination was
not reported either. Accordingly, the causal analysis applies to the LAPD case. Two
recent studies conform to our analysis that discrimination comes from factors outside
algorithms.Mehrotra et al. (2021) reviewed the outcomeof usingPredPol, an algorithm
forecasting areas of likely criminal activities, based on an unsecured cloud database
linked from the LAPD’s website. The data they found allowed them to analyze the
police dispatch for areas where PredPol was known to be used. The analysis showed

13 Part I violent crimes are murder or non-negligent homicide, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. The
racial/ethnic makeup of chronic offenders on the LAPD’s high-points lists in August 2018 was 49.8 percent
Hispanic/Latino, 30 percent Black/African American, 12 percentWhite, and 1.3 percent Other (Smith 2019,
p.15).
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that PredPol’s targeting mirrored existing arrest patterns for the local police. Cruz
Cortés et al. (2022) argue that although fair AI applies causal inference interventions to
the internalworkings of technical objects (i.e., fairness constraints), these interventions
remain insufficient to handle discrimination at a systemic level. Instead, they urge
detecting bias outside the algorithms and proposing integrated interventions on social
dynamics and algorithm design.

Moreover, police departments are often reluctant to disclose complete PPA data for
public analysis. The above audit by the LAPD Office of the Inspector General was
mainly a product of sustained pressure from the local community. For an audit of an
earlier version of CVRM in Chicago, the RAND team had no alternative but to finish
the report without the necessary data from the Illinois Institute of Technology (Holly-
wood et al., 2019). In 2016, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) launched its
Community Control Over Police Surveillance (CCOPS) campaign. As of the end of
2022, 22 US jurisdictions have passed CCOPS laws, including New York City, whose
council passed the Public Oversight of Surveillance Technology (POST) Act in 2020.
Nevertheless, asking police departments to meet the law’s disclosure requirements can
be challenging.14 Police have long been criticized for their lack of transparency, which
is critical to assess the statistical validity and operational impact of predictive polic-
ing systems. Had information about predictive policing systems been more publicly
accessible, there would have been more examples that conformed to our analysis.

4 What is fairness?

One may wonder about the implication of causal analysis that police action results in
major racial discrimination. Does it mean that PPA cannot help reduce bias? Or does
AI help little in improving structural fairness?

Our answers are not wholly pessimistic. First, in our analysis, PPA can still indi-
rectly cause biased arrests via police action. The reason why recent surveys show that
Chicago’s upgrade (from SSL to CVRM) has had limited effects may be due to not
only PPA per se but also how it is employed. The effect may differ if PPA is not simply
used to predict person-based risk lists but to detect social inequity that breeds crimes
(we shall unpack the relationship between crimes and structural inequity in Sect. 5). In
addition, how police react to PPA’s output matters.Wewill argue in Sect. 6 that a better
governance framework can improve PPA’s efficiency. Second, PPA’s difficulty elimi-
nating bias does not imply the failure of other AI technologies. In fact, there has been
much progress in identifying various fairness criteria via machine learning, although
there are also constraints. This section explores some major limits and possible ways
to overcome them.

14 As US’s largest police force, the NYPD strongly opposed disclosing information about the technology
used even after passing the POST Act, arguing that any transparency would aid criminals. As required by
law, the NYPD published its Impact and Use Policies (IUPs) on April 11, 2021. After reviewing the IUPs,
however, the Office of the Inspector General for the NYPD reported on November 3, 2022, that the NYPD
used “vague, nonspecific boilerplate language throughout the IUPs” (Strauber & Barrett, 2022, p. 31). The
language was so vague that they could not conduct complete analyses to fully inform the public of how
the NYPD used surveillance technologies. See also Manis & Cahn (2021) for shortcomings of the NYPD’s
Implementation of the POST Act.
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4.1 Challenges to fairness modeling

Towhat extent AI technologies can help reduce bias in human society is hotly debated.
On the one hand, many studies employ causal or machine-learning models to iden-

tify optimal definitions (or criteria) for the calculus of fairness (Grgic-Hlaca et al.,
2016; Hardt et al., 2016; Kusner & Loftus, 2020; Zafar et al., 2017). For instance,
Kusner et al. (2017) model fairness using tools from causal inference and present the
definition of counterfactual fairness, capturing the intuition that a decision is fair for a
person if it holds in both the actual world and a counterfactual world where the person
has a different demographic background. These studies focus on algorithmic fairness,
but they may also apply to structural fairness because the proposed criteria help eval-
uate whether a social bias is discriminatory. On the other hand, researchers show that
it is mathematically impossible to simultaneously satisfy all criteria or definitions
of fairness (Berk et al., 2021; Chouldechova, 2017; Hedden, 2021; Kleinberg et al.,
2017), indicating that the algorithm’s potential to promote equality as a matter of pub-
lic policy is fundamentally constrained (Berk et al., 2021; Green, 2022). For example,
Berk et al. (2021) argue that neither maximizing accuracy and fairness simultaneously
nor satisfying all fairness criteria is possible. They examine cases of criminal justice
risk assessments and identify six different concepts of fairness; however, these con-
cepts may be incompatible with one another and with accuracy. Thus, as Berk et al.
(2021) argue, conflicts between formal definitions of fairness are inevitable, as are the
trade-offs between diverse base rates across different legally protected groups.

Recently, two approaches have been proposed to solve this incompatibility: one
normative and the other methodological. For example, Holm (2022) examines four
fairness criteria commonly used to evaluate the performance of a predictive algo-
rithm (i.e., equal false-positive rate, equal false-negative rate, equal positive predictive
value, and equal negative predictive value). He argues that the four are reducible to
Broome’s (1990) moral principle that “fairness in the distribution of a good between
people consists in the proportional satisfaction of their claims to the good.” In such a
view, the conflict between the criteria is merely about what grounds we have to claim
a good being distributed by AI. Thus, the conflict between the four criteria can be
solved. In contrast, Green (2022) suggests a methodological turn from focusing on
formal algorithmic fairness (mathematical modeling) to substantive algorithmic fair-
ness (evaluating algorithms in social practices). He argues that mathematical modeling
relies on a narrow frame of analysis restricted to isolated decision-making procedures,
whichoftenworsen existingoppression and legitimizeunjust institutions (Green, 2020,
2022). Amore feasible way is not to incorporate substantive equality into a mathemat-
ical model but to extend the analysis to encompass the relational and structural factors
surrounding particular decision points. Thus, he does not reject formal fairness but
proposes to expand it. Green (2022) also acknowledges that while substantive algo-
rithmic fairness helps mitigate the low odds of fairness, it cannot avoid all normative
conflict in structural fairness.

To a first approximation, Green’s (2022) approach seems to be more adequate for
reducing PPA bias because it neither evaluates abstract principles alone nor attempts to
create compatibility by sacrificing accuracy.We present two arguments from cognitive
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science (Sect. 4.2) and political philosophy (Sect. 4.3) for our claim that AI can help
detect bias, but this needs to be done with nonalgorithmic implementation. Thus, an
integrated social safety net will be proposed (Sect. 6).

4.2 Lessons from cognitive science

Examining cognitive scientific literature about the descriptive sense of fairness (how
it actually works) helps clarify the normative idea of fairness (what it ideally should
be). The two notions are different but closely interactive; human intuitions/practices
about fairness may turn into moral or legal norms of fairness (slavery or women’s
suffrage), and the norms, in turn, shape our intuitions/practices about fairness. In
addition, since “ought implies can,” or that a proposed moral obligation should not go
beyond the human capacity to realize it, cognitive sciences help clarify the boundary
of the normative criteria of fairness.

On the one hand, cognitive scientists do report that the human brain already has
developed mechanisms to detect unfair behavior by early infancy (McAuliffe et al.,
2017; Sommerville, 2022), and the cheater detection mechanism in adults developed
to automatically and unconsciously identify who owes whom (Van Lier et al., 2013).
For instance, Sloane et al. (2012) report that 21-month-old children expected the
experimenter to reward them when they all completed assigned tasks, not when one
did all the work while the other played. In another experiment, Shaw and Olson
(2012) discover that 6- to 8-year-old children tend to distribute items in fair (e.g.,
equal pay for equal work) and efficient (e.g., maximize available resources) manners.
However, when conflict occurs, such as when an unequal amount of a resource must
be divided between two equally deserving recipients, children will throw away the
rewards (erasers in this case) to avoidunfair distribution.Accordingly, at the descriptive
level, the pursuit of fairness seems to be a universal human instinct.

However, on the other hand, what should count as equity remains a debate (Kusner
& Loftus, 2020) and often reflects cultural or social differences (Subramanian, 2019).
Berman et al. (1985) asked Indian and US subjects to allocate resources in the fairest
way. They found that Indians preferred to give resources to the needy over the meri-
torious more than Americans. Schäfer et al. (2015) discover that children in sampled
African societies share resourcesmore equally than theirWestern counterparts. Bolton
et al. (2010) identify consumer perceptions of differences in price fairness; Chinese
consumers are more sensitive to in-group versus out-group changes than Americans.
Likewise, Strimling and Frey (2020) examine how social contracts about resource
distribution converge within communities of online multiplayer games (e.g., World of
Warcraft) and discover a wide-ranging diversity in the norms that communities con-
sider fair. Moreover, fairness could evolve in the same society; an exchange agreement
for slaves in nineteenth century Yunnan (Gros, 2008) would no longer be considered
a “fair trade” in China today. Thus, fairness changes with space and time. It is more
like a context-dependent social construct.15

15 Two recent AI studies support this view as well. Schwöbel and Remmers (2022) hold that the fairness of
procedures and distributions should not be static; otherwise, structural preconditions and the downstream
effects of interventions could be ignored. Chien et al. (2022) hold that machine learning researchers seek to
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The view that human fairness is a social construct can be analogous to another
sociocognitive skill, language. While we all evolved with common linguistic genes
(e.g., Foxp2), this fact does not imply a shared universal grammar or abstract syntax
(Christiansen & Chater, 2015; Evans & Levinson, 2009; Hung, 2015, 2019). Humans
develop thousands of natural languages to describe surrounding environments, which
in turn shape our languages differently. In this sense, language is more like a cultural
product than a biological substrate. Likewise, our common capacity to detect unfair
behaviors by no means indicates a universal criterion for fairness. This capacity helps
us survive diverse scenarios for cooperation in social contexts, which also shapes our
ideas differently about what fairness should be. As a result, fairness is more like a
social construct than an objective truth (e.g., Pythagorean theorem).

Furthermore, human ideas of fairness are subject to limited cognition. The bounded
rationality literature has shown that people make inconsistent gain–loss calculations
due to cognitive limits and environmental complexity (Kahneman et al., 1982, 2021).
On the one hand, humans can hardly achieve coherence in moral intuitions because
of the dynamics of indignation. Moral intuitions depend upon emotions, beliefs, and
response tendencies that define indignation, namely, affections such as anger, disgust,
and contempt (Kahneman&Sunstein, 2005). On the other hand, our inconsistent judg-
ment results from uncertainty, variability, and complexity in the surrounding world.
While algorithms may help us overcome cognitive limits such as noise (Kahneman
et al., 2016), the environmental factor remains. This factor is not just a challenge
to be overcome but essential to our judgment. For example, the brain evolved to deal
with actual environmental changes rather than abstract principles (Cosmides & Tooby,
1992). People’s reasoning often violates the formal rules of deductive logic in some
selection tasks (e.g., Modus Ponens, p→ q, p,∴q.Wason, 1968). However, if the tasks
are translated into a more specific situation (e.g., if she drinks beer, she must be over
the legal drinking age. She drinks beer; therefore, she must be over the legal drinking
age. Cox &Griggs, 1982), people reason significantly better. This is because the brain
requires concrete situations to trigger sociocognitive mechanisms like emotions (e.g.,
loss aversion), and emotion is central to moral/political judgments (Haidt, 2012; Hung
& Hung, 2022). Principally, a person should save not one but five lives in the classic
trolley problem. However, her decision may be different if the one to be sacrificed
is her beloved daughter. Saving one against five is irrational or imperfect regarding
maximum utility in saved lives, but this relational-emotional (and somehow selfish)
decision is how the mind works; it is human nature. Hence, to bridge the gap between
descriptive reality and normative proposal, formal principles must be expanded into
concrete situations for stakeholders to negotiate tradeoffs.

All these examples show that (a) fairness is a context-sensitive social construct.
Its criteria should be determined in reality by societies rather than as an objective
truth to be discovered in an isolated laboratory.16 (b) While AI may help us overcome

Footnote 15 continued
address equity in different applications, but many overlook that fairness is context-dependent and domain-
specific.
16 Reader et al. (2022) have a similar diagnosis. They find that while many studies of algorithmic fairness
focus on closed systems with a specific decision-maker and particular engagement, real societies are not
closed systems, and there is no singular decision-maker or defined agent behavior rules. Nonetheless, Reader
et al.’s (2022) prescription differs from ours.
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certain cognitive limits (e.g., noise), others may be essential to humanity. If human-
centered AI is desirable, not all our imperfections should be eliminated; some need to
be acknowledged and affirmed in normative solutions.

4.3 Lessons from political philosophy

The literature on political philosophy has shown that fairness is not just about distri-
bution (e.g., equal opportunity and demographic parity) or gain–loss calculation.

In addition to social structure, many elements of fairness have been explored,
including self-identity (Young, 1990), personal need (Marx, 1875), social relation-
ships (Anderson, 1999), and citizens’moral powers (Rawls, 1963, 2005). For example,
Anderson (1999) maintains that the point of fairness is not distributional but relational,
and equal relationships among citizens should be prioritized. While Rawls (1963,
2005) highlights fairness in distributive justice, he also values each citizen’s moral
powers for the sense of justice and good. Those elements (e.g., the sense of justice
and civic relations between individuals) are unlikely to be quantified in nonreductive
ways; we are not living in Disney World, and neither Black Lives Matter nor PPA’s
racial issues can be simplified into conflicting of formal criteria for fairness. Further-
more, even if we can reduce the criteria of fairness into notions of distributive justice,
there are always trade-offs. In reality, which criterion should outweigh another often
involves who should benefit less than others; it thus needs dialogue among stakehold-
ers. For example, given limited budgets, should a government buy influenza vaccines
for everyone or expensive orphan drugs for the economically disadvantaged? Which
policy is more just? There is neither a universal nor a “right” answer. It requires citi-
zens of different societies to reach agreements that accommodate the challenges they
face, given the resources they have. Therefore, in this sense, fairness is more about
politics than sciences.

We return to the incompatibility issue. Green’s (2022) substantive fairness better
fits our goal of reducing PPA bias than Holm’s (2022) definition because while Holm
resolves the incompatibility of the four criteria, there are always other criteria (Kusner
& Loftus, 2020; Narayanan, 2018). That the four terms can all hold does not imply
that other unstated terms do too. In addition, fairness reaches far beyond Holm’s
distributionof goods, and the solutiononlyhandles consequential disparity (inequality)
instead of initial disparity (inequity). Additionally, as cognitive science shows, moral
intuitions are closer to emotion than logic. Hence, we need to expand formal fairness
to substantive evaluation and to settle various tradeoffs through social agreement.

Accordingly, in jural implementation, PPA fairness should be a social construct
that requires democratic processes. In liberal societies, consensus relies on political
consultation and negotiation among the people (e.g., registration representatives and
advocacy groups), the government, and the jurisprudence system. As each society
has its own cultural and historical legacies and thus its own challenges, a universal
guideline or definition of fairness is less likely to be desirable. For example, while
racial discrimination is a key issue in US law enforcement (Aougab et al., 2020), most
factors affecting public cooperation with the police in Japan are not racial (Tsushima
& Hamai, 2015); instead, Japanese society has long been confronted with gender
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inequity (Belarmino & Roberts, 2019). Even in the US and EU, sexism, racism, and
other bigotries will manifest differently (Wachter et al., 2021). Therefore, an agree-
ment on fairness should be reached by respective societies in individual democracies.
The democratic process ensures transparency and audit mechanisms and can be held
accountable if something goes wrong. Hence, what algorithmic fairness is or the nor-
mative goal to be achieved should not be determinedmerely by engineering but through
public negotiation. In short, while algorithms have the potential to improve structural
fairness, this potential cannot be realized without democratic procedures.

Nonetheless, what are the implications of using algorithms to support fair policy
reform if fairness is context-sensitive? More specifically, one might wonder that given
that fairness is not fixed, how can we ever get to a situation where PPAs can be used as
part of a solution to discrimination and bias in criminal justice and law enforcement?

We hold that PPAs remain beneficial if properly integrated with nonalgorithmic
implementation. When designing algorithms, developers need to acknowledge lived
social realities and be aware of the real-world impacts of algorithms. For example,
in 2019, Black Americans comprised 36 percent of arrests for violent crimes, and
White Americans comprised 59 percent. Blacks represented only 13 percent of the
US population that year, while Whites represented 60 percent.17 Crime results partly
from social and economic forces. The disproportionate rate should not be surprising,
given that Blacks in the US are more likely to experience concentrated urban poverty.
An accurate PPA trained on these data will reflect the group disparities in the data,
a result similar to the above Chicago case. This, in turn, would subject those already
burdened with structural discrimination to adverse outcomes and further exacerbate
social inequality. We cannot treat the status quo as neutral (Green, 2022; Wachter
et al., 2021). With respect to technical work, the usage of fairness metrics is not a
neutral but a normative decision. Instead of evaluating fairness metrics on the basis of
mathematical tests alone, developers can acknowledge social realities and then play
a more active role in dismantling social inequality by choosing appropriate fairness
metrics.18 If unjustified disparities are detected, they may change decision criteria,
add variables, or adjust the weights of existing variables whenever applicable.

Of course, algorithms alone cannot remedy all social problems. We have proposed
implementing predictive algorithms in the framework of a larger social safety net
(Hung&Yen, 2021;Yen&Hung, 2021). This human-centered approach to governance
expands the scope of analysis to include structural bias and discrimination so that it
provides guidance for using PPAs to promote equitable social changes. Accordingly,
PPAs can be used to detect systematic inequality by revealing disparities in crime
prediction, as the statistics show in Sect. 2. The group disparities in the output of the
SSL and CVRM in the Chicago case are indications and consequences of contingent
social arrangements, including police actions (Sect. 3.1).

17 Crime in the United States, Table 43A: Arrests by Race and Ethnicity, 2019, United States Department
of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime reporting Program, https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-
the-u.s/2019/crime-in-the-u.s.-2019/topic-pages/tables/table-43.
18 For a recent development on this front, see Wachter et al. (2021). They provide a classification scheme
for fairness metrics based on their treatment of historical social bias to help developers choose appropriate
fairness metrics.
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Before exposing how PPAs can help advance equality from the perspective of the
social safety net, we will first diagnose the inequality involved and then suggest some
potential reforms to mitigate the existing problems in the next section.

5 Structural bias and discrimination in the PPA

The distribution of violence is not equally distributed across racial groups or even
the Black population in Chicago, as noted in Sect. 2. These disparities are not neutral
facts about the world nor merely reflect measurement bias. The risk of being a party
to violence is not an intrinsic and neutral attribute of individuals. Rather, it is the
product of structural discrimination that generates disparities in social and material
resources. In this section, we first propose a structural explanation of the disparities
in the PPA’s predictive outputs and then discuss its indications for the direction and
steps of effective police intervention to reduce violent crime.

5.1 Explaining disparities in violence

Past and present discrimination has created social conditions in the city of Chicago in
which Black people are empirically at higher risk of being involved in violent crimes.
While racial disparities in violence may reflect biases in the way criminal justice
institutions treat different groups based on their race and ethnicity rather than based
on differences in actual offences, other aspects of social and economic disadvantage,
such as poverty, segregation, and unemployment, also contribute to the high rates
of violence (Lauritsen et al., 2018; Sharkey & Marsteller, 2022; Wilson, 2012). The
effects of such intersectional discrimination belong to structural injustice, reflecting
multiple and overlapping forms of oppression (Crenshaw, 2015).19 After World War
II, loans guaranteed by the Federal Housing Administration and the Department of
Veteran Affairs opened up the possibility of homeownership to millions of Ameri-
can households. However, these loan programs were explicitly structured to exclude
Black people and favor the newly minted suburbs (Sharkey & Sampson, 2015). These
processes collectively confined Black city residents to neighborhoods overlooked and
underserved by local governments, financial institutions, and private developers. As a
result, neighborhoods were divided with profound differences in employment oppor-
tunities, poverty rates, education quality, access to health care, crime exposure, and
more. Increases in inner city violence led to migrations of families from city cen-
ters and further amplified racial, ethnic, and economic segregation. The United States
remains highly residentially segregated by race despite improvements made since the
1960s (Cheon et al., 2020; Lauritsen et al., 2018; Sharkey & Marsteller, 2022). The
household wealth of Black families is systematically lower than that of White fami-
lies, including lower home values. In addition, majority-Black neighborhoods are less

19 Intersectionality is a viewpoint to examine how a person’s multiple identities (e.g., middle-class Black
female) may result in different discriminatory effects. The importance of intersectionality has been noticed
in recent algorithmic studies, such as employing intersectional critical concepts to AI design (Klumbytė
et al., 2022), using intersectional constraints to reduce implicit bias (Mehrotra et al., 2022), analyzing
feminicide counterdata (Suresh et al., 2022), and applying intersectionality to XAI (Huang et al., 2022).
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likely to enjoy political influence and to receive public or private investment. The lack
of institutional resources creates neighborhoods of concentrated disadvantage that are
vulnerable to violence (Sharkey & Marsteller, 2022). In Chicago, a large city with
“rigid segregation by race, ethnicity, and income,” regions with the highest violence
rates are in low-income areas with larger populations of Blacks (Sharkey&Marsteller,
2022, p. 351; Walker et al., 2016). The reduction of violent crime rates and racial dis-
parities may require more than easing poverty because even among neighborhoods of
the same socioeconomic status, residential segregation may put Black individuals at
higher risk of being shot (Cheon et al., 2020; Sharkey, 2014). Moreover, while concen-
trated poverty is directly associated with lower collective efficacy, understood as “the
combination of shared expectations for informal social control and social cohesion,”
communities exhibiting higher levels of collective efficacy are characterized by lower
violence rates, regardless of their demographic and economic composition (Sharkey&
Sampson, 2015, p. 327). In other words, there are structural power dynamics between
the police and marginalized communities.

5.2 Evaluation and prediction

The above analysis of causality (Sect. 3) and structural discrimination (Sect. 5.1) helps
predict that some recommendations made in the bias reduction literature may not be as
effective as expected. For example, Sunstein (2022) insightfully argues that properly
constructed algorithms can avoid cognitive noise and the discrimination it causes.
However, the PPA’s discrimination, at least in the Chicago case, is primarily caused
by human bias (i.e., police action) resulting from unbalanced power and unjust social
structures instead of by problematic algorithms. Since the point of predictive policing
is not to make arrests but to reduce the number of targeted crimes from happening
by alleviating criminogenic conditions for the targeted groups, Sunstein’s account is
insufficient to engineer injustice out of algorithmswithout a supplement fromabroader
human-centered perspective. Only a human-centered approach to analyzing the scope
of social relationships and institutional arrangements can address and challenge the
necessary conditions that breed discrimination in policing.

Similarly, recent advocates for equal participation of all stakeholders inAI are insuf-
ficient to reduce discrimination in PPA. Stakeholders refer to people whose interests
and rights could be impacted by PPAs.While their interests and rights vary, stakehold-
ers could include natural persons (e.g., citizens and police) and legal persons (NGOs
and PPA service providers). On the one hand, stakeholders are often regarded as a
key element for improving fairness (and transparency). Recent studies have argued
that PPA, or AI more broadly, needs to include stakeholders and encourage diverse
participation in different aspects. These studies highlight the need to ensure that all
stakeholders are involved in the technology’s research, design, employment, and expla-
nation, and the policy-making process (Seele, 2017;Macnish et al., 2020; Biderman&
Scheirer, 2020; Cohen &Graver, 2021; Langer et al., 2021). Such a requirement could
safeguard stakeholder rights and increase the legitimacy of using such technologies
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as well as improve the design and development of AI. Although defining who stake-
holders are remains to be clarified, many studies have emphasized the importance of
equal participation.

However, on the other hand, as police action is the main cause of discrimination in
PPAs, it would be helpful to improve the checks and balances of police power andman-
age predictive algorithms in a larger governance framework of a social safety net (see
Sect. 6). While stakeholder involvement is to check power, it could backfire because
equal participation may replicate or amplify an unjust social structure. These accounts
fail to account for existing patterns of injustice and leave the causal link between
discrimination and oppressive structure intact. Just as “All Lives Matter” proponents
fail to understand the systematic injustice against Black Americans (Lebron, 2017),
emphasizing equal participation for all stakeholders may confront the same difficulty.
Thus, we need to give more resources to underrepresented stakeholders in their par-
ticipation to ensure that their voice is well represented in public policies and social
arrangements. For example, the government can grant more seats for local youth and
NGOs (e.g., Data for Black Lives) on the committee for employing predictive technol-
ogy in law enforcement. This remedy better avoids hermeneutical lacuna—the lack of
proper understanding and linguistic expression (among thePPA’s decision-makers) of a
disadvantaged population’s experience with discrimination (Fricker, 2006; Haslanger,
2019).20

Moreover, as noted in Sect. 5.1, it may not be possible to produce a sustained power
rebalance among the various population groups without addressing the spatial concen-
tration of advantages anddisadvantages.AndrewFerguson (2021, p. 283), for example,
recently advanced a tyrant test model of regulatory constraint that aims to shift power
from technology companies, police departments, and government institutions into
marginalized communities and initiate democratic community control over policing
by creating “a legislatively enacted but community-based power structure.”21 Accord-
ingly, technologies such as PPAs would not be allowed to operate unless approved by
a group of technology-informed experts and juries summoned from the residents of
impacted communities. Ferguson’s model has the merit of acknowledging structural
power dynamics between the police and marginalized communities, but this model
overlooks the persistent inequality of neighborhoods and its effects. For Ferguson’s
local oversight jury to well represent community interests, it requires juries to have
shared expectations for the social control and social cohesion of their communities.
Such collective efficacy, however, varies from neighborhood to neighborhood. Col-
lective efficacy is negatively associated with neighborhood violence (Sampson, 2012;
Sharkey & Marsteller, 2022; Sharkey & Sampson, 2015). On the one hand, com-
munities with higher levels of collective efficacy exhibit lower rates of violence. On
the other hand, collective efficacy also predicts future variations in violence across
neighborhoods. Using Cooper’s (2018) distinction, what matters here is not equality
(offering the same treatment to each person without discrimination) but equity (not
only offering people the same treatment without discrimination but also considering

20 Linguistic injustice is another example of lacking proper understanding of a disadvantaged population’s
experience with discrimination. Please see Yen and Hung (2019) and Yen (2021).
21 The idea is to presume that technologies such as PPAs will be abused by a metaphorical tyrant and then
focus on how to limit the potential harms of the use of these technologies.
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their needs, differences, and situations). The problem of Ferguson’s account is an
example of how easy it is to underestimate the scarcity of critical resources needed for
those who live in concentrated disadvantage. Granting more resources to the under-
represented helps balance power and reduce abuse that could lead to discrimination.
For neighborhoods of resource deprivation across multiple domains, investments in
organization-based resources22 are a key priority in establishing community control
over policing.

6 Solutions

We have proposed a policy schema of the social safety net for predictive policing
that seeks to identify the sources of discrimination and remedy the resultant social
harms by providing an alternative understanding of the meaning and distribution of
risk (Hung & Yen, 2021; Yen & Hung, 2021). It suggests integrating PPA within a
broader social safety net. Our proposal shares the assumptions with many predictive
policing programs that physical and social environments may encourage predictable
acts of criminal wrongdoing and that interfering with that environment would deter
would-be crimes.Accordingly, for predictive policing programs to succeed in reducing
crime, “[g]enerating predictions is just half of [the business] process; taking actions to
interdict crimes is the other half” (Perry et al., 2013, p. xxii). Change requires cross-
departmental collaboration within the government to better identify interventions the
targeted individuals or communities need. The police department is only one of those
segments.23

One common challenge of the current predictive policing practices among law
enforcement agencies, however, lies in the need for more specific guidance on what
these actions are (Ferguson, 2017; Hollywood et al., 2019; Perry et al., 2013; Saunders
et al., 2016; Smith, 2019; The City of Chicago Office of Inspector General, 2020).
The schema of the social safety net provides more robust guidance on the program’s
overall goal and intervention practices. It reminds us not to overlook the consequences
of the policies that the algorithm facilitates (The Stop LAPD Spying Coalition, 2021).
When a risk assessment labels an individual “high risk,” there are consequences that
the individual bears. It is crucial to reduce the stigma and discrimination associated
with the “high risk” label by renovating the meaning of the label. In the schema of
the social safety net, PPAs are used to predict immediate risks and socially vulnerable
individuals, enabling subsequent assistance and support. This schema’s strategy is to

22 A list of such resources includes: “community newspaper, neighborhood watch, block group or tenant
association, crime prevention program, alcohol/drug treatment program, family planning clinic, men-
tal health center, youth center, afterschool recreational programs for youth, counseling or mentoring
services (e.g., Big Brother), crisis intervention center, and mental health clinics for children” (Sampson,
2012, p. 191). See also Invest-divest, Movement for Black Lives, https://m4bl.org/policy-platforms/invest-
divest/.
23 For example, in Canada, such social networks are called “hub models” or “situation tables” of tracking
risk. This kind of model involves systematic information sharing between service providers from various
sectors (education, addictions, social work, and mental health, for example) and law enforcement agencies.
(Roberson et al., 2020). For US-based examples, see von Ulmenstein & Sultan (2011) and Kennedy &
Friedrich (2014). For UK-based examples, see Babuta & Oswald (2020) and Crawford & Evans (2012).
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intervene in the causal link between an unequal social structure and crime, which helps
reduce discrimination aswell. Specifically, as crime often links upwith socioeconomic
disadvantages, it is crucial in crime-fighting operations to offer help (e.g., job training,
education, job placement, and health services) in terms of improving welfare instead
of arresting or sending warnings to anyone on the PPA’s list. One merit of a properly
employed PPA is that it helps detect systematic inequity by revealing disparities in
crime prediction among city areas. Disparities often reflect the unequal distribution of
social resources such as opportunities andwealth. For example, in 2017Chicago, areas
with more homicides were also reported to have more dental-related emergency room
visits. This correlation could indicate a common factor of economic disadvantages
that needed to be seriously handled in these areas. Although Chicago’s police records
systems can help identify needed interventions for the targeted group (area-based PPA)
or individuals (person-based PPA), this requires lateral communication among gov-
ernment departments to better understand what services and interventions are needed
(Hollywood et al., 2019). This is why this schema stresses community resources (e.g.,
the role of the neighborhood) to assist the disadvantaged, and this bottom-up partici-
pation benefits the separation of powers and responsibilities in crime prevention. This
social safety net schema is decentralized; it empowers the local community to develop
a mutual aid network to better understand the needs, differences, and situations of
its members so that more proper distribution of social resources can be enabled to
achieve equity (and not just equality). In fact, Sharkey andMarsteller (2022) point out
that in neighborhoods with concentrated disadvantages (e.g., high-poverty, majority-
Black neighborhood; low collective efficacy; etc.), the proportion of violent offenders
and victims is higher than in other districts. Not only does prevalent violence lead to
disinvestment in communities, but the threat of victimization also changes young peo-
ple’s behavior and network formation. Hence, this schema reverses the concentrated
disadvantage to reduce crime.

Changing the unjust social structure also helps reduce racial discrimination in PPA.
Police action (e.g., deployment and decision-making) systematically reflects social
meanings and practices. If they are discriminatory, so is police action. Akbar’s (2018,
pp. 449–450) analysis reaches a similar conclusion that the police are central to the
devaluation of Black individuals. As she puts it, “The rise of mass incarceration,
overcriminalization, and zero-tolerance or broken windows policing is seen as an
evolution of the regime of control, exclusion, and exploitation that began with slavery,
convict leasing, the Black Codes, and segregation.” Accordingly, by targeting the
biased social structure in which we (and the police) are embedded, this schema can
reduce the foundation of discriminatory police action.

Of course, PPAs within this schema should be watched and reviewed by the public
because a large proportion of public fear and distrust of PPAs is due to poor communi-
cation between police and communities. The public audit also needs to ensure that any
individual whose rights are violated shall have an effective remedy, which requires
collaboration from multidisciplinary researchers, policy-makers, citizens, developers,
and designers in the endeavor.

In summary, we conclude that (i) discrimination in PPAs is not primarily caused by
problematic algorithms but by biased police actions reflecting our unjust social struc-
tures. Thus,what should be addressed is not algorithms but structures. (ii) Normatively,
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fairness is not an objective truth to be discovered in laboratories but has context-
sensitive social meanings that need to be negotiated through democratic processes.
(iii) Crimes are caused by multiple unequal conditions (e.g., poverty and insufficient
support for health, education, and family), and attributing crimes to a specific race is a
categorization error. However, emphasizing the equal participation of all stakeholders
has a limited effect in terms of changing an unjust structure. (iv) The social safety net
schema aims to better support the underrepresented so that discrimination in a PPA
can be reduced by intervening in systematic injustice and balancing resources.
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